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🌳GreenLand🌳 
 
Autopsy finds broken bones in Epstein’s neck, deepening
questions re his death 
 
The Pentagon report revealed that the U.S. “lacks the
capacity to resist and respond effectively to Russian
aggression.” 
 
#MoscowMitch refuses to protect USA from RU
aggression.

🌳GreenLand2🌳 

 

KY might be going into business with the RU mafia, thanks to #MoscowMitch 

 

Trump Eyes a New Real-Estate Purchase: Greenland 

 

In convos w/ aides, Trump has—with varying degrees of seriousness—floated the idea

of the U.S. buying the autonomous Danish territory. WTF?
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🌳GreenLand3🌳 

 

@senatemajldr at nexus of increased RU leverage on US 

#MoscowMitch 

 

NatEng Inv’d by FBI re Saudi Influence Peddling 

It all started with Jeff Bezos’ sexts 

 

GA must scrap old voting machines after 2019, use hand-marked paper ballots if new

system not ready for 2020

🌳GreenLand4🌳 

 

Hundreds of sexual abuse claims filed in NY as SOL law takes effect 

 

Epstein Spent Time Alone With Young Female Prison Visitor 

 

“The optics were startling. Because she was young. And pretty,” 

 

Epstein’s Bodyguard on His Former Boss’s Lifestyle, Cruelty, Suicide
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🌳GreenLand5🌳 

 

“The stars are aligned across the curve that the economy is headed for a big fall,” said

Chris Rupkey. 

 

“The yield curves are all crying timber that a recession is almost a reality, and

investors are tripping over themselves to get out of the way.”
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🌳GreenLand6🌳 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ECDe5xTU8AEvvIZ.jpg


 

Washington prods longtime adversaries on intelligence sharing, military cooperation

against a common threat 

 

Gibraltar Court Orders Release of Iranian Tanker 

 

GE shares drop after Madoff whistleblower Harry Markopolos calls it a 'bigger fraud

than Enron'

🌳GreenLand7🌳 

 

China Loses Status as U.S.’s Top Foreign Creditor to Japan 

 

Defense Contractors Return $200 Million in Self-Reported Waste to US Gov’t 

 

Former CFO of 1 Global Capital LLC Charged with Conspiracy to Commit Securities

Fraud in Relation to $330 Million Scheme

🌳GreenLand8🌳 

 

Before Hack Capital One Cybersecurity employees reported what they saw as staffing
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issues and other problems to bank’s internal auditors, human-resources department

& other senior executives 

 

RU Sends 'Nuclear-Capable Bombers' To Base Near US AK Coast In Exercise

🌳GreenLand9🌳 

 

Thanks to #MoscowMitch Kentucky might be going into business with the Russian

mafia. 

 

If all goes according to plan, by the middle of the year, Kentucky be in business with

Oleg Deripaska, a buddy of Vladimir Putin & apparently @senatemajldr.

🌳GreenLand10🌳 

 

Trump’s largely hands-off response to the violent clashes protesters and authorities

in HK fits a pattern 

 

Previous leaders would certainly have decried as assaults on democracy or human

rights, not Trump 

 

Bank Recs Link President of Cyprus to ‘Troika Laundromat’
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🌳GreenLand11🌳 

 

House Homeland Security Committee subpoenas 8chan owner Jim Watkins 

 

"At least three acts of deadly white supremacist extremist violence have been linked

to 8chan in the last six months,"  

 

Trump Disapproval Rating Soars as Americans Feel Less Safe

🌳GreenLand12🌳 

 

RU Harassment of NATO Forces’ Families 

 

Spouses of Dutch fighter pilots deployed in the Baltic states reportedly received

harassing phone calls from callers with Russian accents 
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Norway detects radioactive iodine by Russian border days after blast

🌳GreenLand13🌳 

 

Senators argue in an amicus brief that the NRA and other dark money groups

engineered the case before the court & engineered the current Republican-appointed

majority to the court. 

 

Hong Kong Protests Go Global, Roiling China’s Fractured Diaspora

🌳GreenLand13🌳 

 

A climate scientist forwas ordered to drop work on climate issues will file a

whistleblower complaint this week with the US OSC. 

 

‘Corey is a political hack’ 

 

Former GOP Sen. Judd Gregg took to the pages of NH biggest newspaper to deride

Lewandowski as a “thug.”
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🌳GreenLand14🌳 

 

Amid heightened tensions between the US & Iran, other major powers have been

more active in the Persian Gulf region. 

 

Chief among them is Russia, which may now be angling for a long-sought chance to

set up a military outpost in the area

🌳GreenLand15🌳 

 

Cuomo Seeks Law Labeling Mass Shootings as Terrorism 

 

4 Women Sue Actor Danny Masterson, Church of Scientology & Its Leader 

 

The lawsuit filed in LA accuses the actor & org of stalking, intimidation and

conspiracy stemming from rape allegations against the actor.
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🌳GreenLand16🌳 

 

Appeals court rules Trump administration must provide hygiene products at migrant

facilities. 

 

Fugitive child porn suspect missing since 2016 is found hiding in underground

bunker in Wisconsin 

 

Russia’s protests continue to grow — in a major warning to Putin

🌳GreenLand17🌳 

 

Michail Lesin's hyoid bone --was broken too. 

 

House Dems subpoena Lewandowski, Rick Dearborn in ongoing Trump obstruction
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probe 

 

Kushner's Family Wants to Build $500 Million Tower on Biscayne Boulevard 

 

Trump Disapproval Rating Soars as Americans Feel Less Safe

🌳GreenLand18🌳 

 

John Hickenlooper ends 2020 White House bid 

 

U.S. scientist to file whistleblower complaint after agency halts his climate work 

 

Russia Signs Deal to Send Navy to Venezuela After 'Unacceptable' U.S. Moves

This is an article about the Pentagon white paper @maddow referenced last night:  

 

Pentagon Report Warns On Threat To U.S. From Russia's Dangerous Global

Influence 
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Pentagon Report Warns On Threat To U.S. From Russia's Dangerous G…
A report prepared for the Joint Chiefs has found that the U.S. needs an urgent
change of strategy on Russia, as the Kremlin continues to use hybrid warfare to
enhance its global standing at the expen…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/07/01/pentagon-report-u-s-failing-to-co…

‼ Pentagon Report 

 

Russian Strategic Intentions 

A Strategic Multilayer Assessment (SMA) White Paper 

May 2019 

 

@maddow referenced this document last night.  

 

https://nsiteam.com/social/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SMA-TRADOC-Russian-

Strategic-Intentions-White-Paper-PDF-1.pdf

Bruce Ohr Interviews Part 01 of 01 

Bruce Ohr Interviews Part 01 of 01

https://vault.fbi.gov/bruce-ohr-interviews/bruce-ohr-interviews-part-01-of-01/view

Autopsy finds broken bones in Jeffrey Epstein’s neck, deepening questions around

his death 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/autopsy-finds-broken-bones-in-jeffrey-epstein…

‼ 2016‼  

 

Why has the NRA been cozying up to Russia? 

 

Was the arrangement between NRA & Russia a cover for a larger effort to undermine

American sanctions against Russia? 
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Why has the NRA been cozying up to Russia?
The Right to Bear Arms in Moscow enjoys a close relationship with America’s
leading gun-rights group.

https://thinkprogress.org/nra-and-russian-cousin-18f607d40240/

President Trump Eyes a New Real-Estate Purchase: Greenland 

In conversations with aides, the president has—with varying degrees of seriousness—

floated the idea of the U.S. buying the autonomous Danish territory 

President Trump Eyes a New Real-Estate Purchase: Greenland
The idea of the U.S. acquiring Greenland has captured the president’s imagination,
according to people familiar with the discussions, who said he has repeatedly
expressed interest in the notion.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-eyes-a-new-real-estate-purchase-greenland-11565…

Medical Experts Cast Doubt On Mickail Lesin Autopsy 

The fact that Lesin's hyoid bone -- a thin, C-shaped bone was broken is just one

aspect of the autopsy highlighted by the experts 

H/T @trump_in_prison  

Suspicious Minds: Medical Experts Cast Doubt On Lesin Autopsy
Since Mikhail Lesin was found dead in a D.C. hotel room in 2015, one question has
persisted: did the onetime Kremlin insider really die of blunt-force trauma caused
by drunken falls? Multiple forensi…

https://www.rferl.org/a/of-suspicious-minds-medical-experts-cast-doubt-on-lesin-autops…

The senators argue in an amicus brief that the National Rifle Association and other

dark money groups engineered the case before the court and engineered the current
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Republican-appointed majority to the court, according to a press release. 

5 Democratic senators point to NRA support for Kavanaugh in urging …
Description

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/five-democratic-senators-urge-scotus-to-drop-…

Russia Signs Deal to Send Navy to Venezuela After 'Unacceptable' U.S. Moves 

Russia signs deal to send its navy to Venezuela after "unacceptable" U…
Russia has backed Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro against U.S. attempts to
oust the socialist leader.

https://www.newsweek.com/russia-navy-venezuela-unacceptable-us-1454639

Investigator Harry Markopolos accused GE Thursday of engaging in accounting fraud

worth $38bn. He said GE is heading for bankruptcy and is hiding $29bn in long-term

care losses. 

Harry Markopolos says he can't reveal the hedge fund he's working for…
Madoff whistleblower Harry Markopolos is probing GE on behalf of a hedge fund —
but he won't say which one.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/15/harry-markopolos-says-he-cant-reveal-the-hedge-fu…

Judge: Georgia must scrap old voting machines after 2019, use hand-marked paper

ballots if new system not ready for 2020 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/judge-georgia-must-scrap-old-voting-machine…
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Jeffrey Epstein’s Bodyguard on His Former Boss’s Lifestyle, Cruelty, Suicide 

Epstein’s Bodyguard on His Former Boss’s Lifestyle, Suicide — New Y…
Former UFC fighter Igor Zinoviev went everywhere with Epstein. In his first
interview, he says he thinks Epstein had help ending his life.

https://apple.news/AIvQ87CR6T1COB7H0KejdZw

Investigator Harry Markopolos accused GE Thursday of engaging in accounting fraud

worth $38bn. He said GE is heading for bankruptcy and is hiding $29bn in long-term

care losses. 

General Electric shares tank following accusation of 'bigger fraud than…
Share price plummets as Madoff whistleblower Harry Markopolos claims company
is engaging in $38bn accounting fraud

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/aug/15/general-electric-stock-harry-mark…

Amid heightened tensions between the US and Iran, other major powers have been

more active in the Persian Gulf region. 

 

Chief among them is Russia, which may now be angling for a long-sought chance to

set up a military outpost in the area 

Could Russia Get Its Persian Gulf Port?
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by Shireen T. Hunter As tensions in the Persian Gulf have been mounting over the
last several weeks, the activities of major international players in the region have
also intensified. A major focus…

https://lobelog.com/could-russia-get-its-persian-gulf-port/

Bank Records Link President of Cyprus to ‘Troika Laundromat 

Bank Records Link President of Cyprus to ‘Troika Laundromat’ - OCCRP
A law firm Nicos Anastasiades founded — and left just before assuming the
presidency — moved millions of dollars among shell companies that were deeply
entwined with the secretive global money tran..…

https://www.occrp.org/en/troikalaundromat/bank-records-link-president-of-cyprus-to-troi…

Jared Kushner's Family Wants to Build $500 Million Tower on Biscayne Boulevard 

Jared Kushner's Family Wants to Build $500 Million Tower on Biscayn…
The Kushner Company has filed paperwork to build a 1,100-unit apartment tower
next to Braman Motors at 2000 Biscayne Blvd. Per City of Miami documents, the
tower is supposed to be 408 feet tall and c…

https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/jared-kushner-family-building-downtown-miami-…

‘Corey is a political hack’: Lewandowski Senate bid hits backlash in N.H. 

 

Former GOP Sen. Judd Gregg took to the pages of New Hampshire’s biggest

newspaper to deride Lewandowski as a “thug.” 
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‘Corey is a political hack’: Lewandowski Senate bid hits backlash in N.H.
Republicans in the state fear Donald Trump will talk up a potential run by his
bombastic former aide during a rally Thursday.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/14/lewandowski-trump-new-hampshire-senate-…

@senatemajldr at nexus of increased Russian leverage on U.S. 

 

#MoscowMitch 

Mitch McConnell at nexus of increased Russian leverage on U.S.
Rachel Maddow shares details from a recent Pentagon white paper about how
Russia secures its influence over other countries' politics and notes that Mitch
McConnell's role in facilitating an investme…

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/mcconnell-at-nexus-of-increased-russia…

‘My God, what has @senatemajldr done?’  

 

Maddow calls out #MoscowMitch for refusing to stand up to RU 

 

She read aloud a piece of the report which revealed that the U.S. “lacks the capacity to

resist and respond effectively to Russian aggression.” 

‘My God, what has Mitch McConnell done?’ Maddow calls out #Mosco…
During the opener of her Wednesday show, MSNBC host Rachel Maddow flattened
the one man who stopped a bipartisan effort to stand up to Russia in the name of
American patriots everywhere. Instead, Sen…

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/08/my-god-what-has-mitch-mcconnell-done-maddow-c…

Hundreds of sexual abuse claims were filed in New York Wednesday on the first day

new legislation went into effect extending the statute of limitations for victims of

child sexual abuse to bring cases against alleged perpetrators.  
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Hundreds of sexual abuse claims filed in New York as statute of limitat…
Hundreds of sexual abuse claims were filed in New York Wednesday on the first
day new legislation went into effect

https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/457491-hundreds-of-sexual-abuse-cl…

National Enquirer Investigated by FBI Over Possible Saudi Influence Peddling 

 

It all started with Jeff Bezos’ sexts. 

 

H/T @ThomasS4217  

The National Enquirer investigated by FBI over Saudi ties. It all started …
The probe focused on whether David Pecker's company was illegally peddling
influence on behalf of the kingdom.

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/08/national-enquirer-ami-fbi-bezos-saudi-ar…

Handy List of Republican Sex Offenders 

Handy List of Republican Sex Offenders - The Constantine Report
Republican pastor Mike Hintz, whom George W. Bush commended during the 2004
presidential campaign, surrendered to police after admitting to a sexual affair with a
female juvenile. Republican County C…

https://constantinereport.com/handy-list-republican-sex-offenders/

“The stars are aligned across the curve that the economy is headed for a big fall,” said

Chris Rupkey. 

 

“The yield curves are all crying timber that a recession is almost a reality, and

investors are tripping over themselves to get out of the way.” 
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/08/14/stocks-tank-another-recession-…

Planned Parenthood officials ask for a stay against new Trump adm rules that forbid

orgs receiving Title X funds to provide or refer patients for abortion. If the court does

not intervene, Planned Parenthood says it will be forced to pull out on Aug. 19 

Planned Parenthood To Withdraw From Title X, Unless Court Intervenes
Planned Parenthood officials asked for a stay against new Trump administration
rules that forbid organizations receiving Title X funds to provide or refer patients for
abortion.

https://www.npr.org/2019/08/14/751062602/planned-parenthood-to-withdraw-from-title-…

U.S. scientist to file whistleblower complaint after agency halts his climate work 

Page Not Found | Reuters.com

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-climate-cdc-idUSKCN1V428

Russia Sends 'Nuclear-Capable Bombers' To Base Near U.S. Alaskan Coast In

Exercise 
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Russia Sends 'Nuclear-Capable Bombers' To Base Near U.S. Alaskan …
Russia says it has flown two nuclear-capable bombers to its Far East region across
from Alaskan territory, an action state media claim demonstrates the Kremlin’s
ability to base such warplanes ne...

https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-sends-nuclear-capable-bombers-to-base-near-u-s-alaska…

Trump’s largely hands-off response to the violent clashes protesters and authorities

in Hong Kong fits a pattern: Trump is a bystander in chief, previous leaders would

almost certainly have decried as assaults on democracy or human rights. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/bystander-in-chief-trumps-hands-off-response…

Time to Shed More Light on Russian Harassment of NATO Forces’ Families 

 

Spouses of Dutch fighter pilots deployed in the Baltic states reportedly received

harassing phone calls from callers with Russian accents. 

Time to Shed More Light on Russian Harassment of NATO Forces’ Fa…
Spouses of Dutch fighter pilots deployed in the Baltic states reportedly received
harassing phone calls from callers with Russian accents. This should come as no
surprise, but the evident reticence t…

https://www.chathamhouse.org/expert/comment/time-shed-more-light-russian-harassm…

Thanks to #MoscowMitch Kentucky might be going into business with the Russian

mafia 

 

If all goes according to plan, by the middle of the year, Kentucky be in business with

Oleg Deripaska, a buddy of Vladimir Putin & apparently @senatemajldr. 
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Is Braidy Industries of Kentucky getting in bed with Russian mobsters?
Published reports have tied the owner of a Russian aluminum maker to the
Russian mob. And now he's doing business with Braidy Industries in Kentucky.

https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/local/joseph-gerth/2019/04/22/braidy-indus…

Trump Disapproval Rating Soars as Americans Feel Less Safe 

Poll: Trump Disapproval Rating Soars as Americans Feel Less Safe
In the wake of two mass shootings that left 31 dead, President Donald Trump’s
disapproval rating rose to 56% as some Americans blame the president’s rhetoric
for the increase in shootings, according …

https://www.courthousenews.com/poll-trump-disapproval-rating-soars-as-americans-fe…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿  

Kath
@mopeng

Meanwhile in Australia the locals are done with Winter and a 
protest is being organised
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Dan Goff@dgoff17

Thought we saw an injured bald eagle on the St. Croix River 
tonight. He wasn't injured #wow
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Pinche-Pastor of Our of the
@Pinche_Pi

There are more good people in the world than bad, let's do our 
best to focus more on them  twitter.com/CBSNews/status…

CBS News @CBSNews
This 30-year-old man with special needs was found walking alone. And 
when cops asked him who they could call, he only remembered one 
name: his junior high teacher. Now that teacher is taking him in 
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70 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Humor And Animals
@humorandanimals

this is maya, her owner built her a luxury cabin so that people 
passing by can say hello and even talk to her while he's at work 
(Fencing Decking Specialists NI FB)

70.1K 3:19 PM - Aug 15, 2019 · Northville, MI

14.8K people are talking about this
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GCHQ
@GCHQ

#OnThisDay in 1939, around 180 Government Code & Cypher 
School staff moved from #London to @BletchleyPark.  
 
By the end of 1944, some 10,000 people were located there!
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This week has been another horror show, but tomorrow is Friday—I have my fingers

crossed hoping for some whisper, sign or signal better days are on their way. 

 

Sleep well!  

 

#TeamPatriot.

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @amys_here @eeoij
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

August 15, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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